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FIRST QUARTER DELIVERS NEWBUILD SURPRISE DESPITE 

SPIKE IN PRICES 

Shipowners piled into yards to secure at least 30 berths for LNG carriers in the first three months of 2022 but the contracts 
announced revealed that prices have turned sharply upwards. 
Knutsen OAS Shipping named as buyer behind latest KSOE LNG newbuildings 
According to figures compiled by TradeWinds with reference to brokers and industry players, this compares with just five 
vessels in the same period of 2021, discounting the ships partially contracted that were linked to TotalEnergies’ Mozambique 
LNG project. The bulk of the vessels is committed either against long-term charters or for project use. But private shipowners 
Maran Gas Maritime and BW Gas also firmed up optional slots for a total of six LNG carriers between them for which they 
have yet to announce charters. South Korea’s big three shipbuilders snatched the lion’s share of LNG carrier contracts in the 
first quarter. Chinese yards took eight orders. Six of these were confirmed at established builder Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding 
(Group) and two at Jiangnan Shipbuilding to be the first full/large size LNG carrier newbuildings for the yard. There is a raft 
of new orders in the works for Hudong-Zhonghua. Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Corp is also expected to confirm its first full-
size LNG vessels shortly with orders from China Merchants Energy Shipping. LNG newbuilding prices had already crested the 
$200m mark in 2021 but in the first quarter, levels rose significantly. 
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Newbuilding prices at highest level since 2009 

Mitsui OSK Lines confirmed an optional LNG berth at Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering in January for a 2024-
delivering vessel at a price reported by the yard of $208m. A month later, an order for South Korean domestic owner Hyundai 
Glovis was confirmed at Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries at $217m for a 2024 slot, while Nigerian trader Bono Energy is 
listed as paying $220m each for its two vessels at the same yard with handover scheduled in 2025. The trend for the new 
200,000-cbm LNG carrier size, which prior to 2022 had only been contracted by Greek owner Dynagas, was also taken up 
by US producer Venture Global LNG with three ships of this size at DSME. 
Chinese yards to snare more domestic LNG carrier orders 

Dynagas confirmed three options for 200,000-cbm LNG carriers with Korea Shipbuilding & Offshore Engineering Co, bringing 
its order haul in this size range to nine vessels, all of which are believed to be fixed on long-term charters. These options 
were priced at around $235m each, according to the shipbuilder’s pricing. Venture Global contracted three 200,000-cbm LNG 
carriers at DSME, also for 2025 handover dates, at prices of around $237m each. But companies working on LNG newbuildings 
said prices for conventional size 174,000-cbm LNG carriers may soon reach the $230m to $235m range, on the back of 
rising material costs and low berth availability for 2026. 
QatarEnergy lines up South Korean owner trio for first batch of DSME booked berths 

The second quarter of 2021 is already shaping up to be another busy three months on LNG new buildings with Celsius Tankers 
getting the ball rolling. Qatar Energy is expected to ink its first contracts with shipowners for the berths it has reserved both in 
China and South Korea, amid talk that the Middle East producer could confirm up to 30 orders during 2022. Similarly, Petronas 
is due to firm up the owners it has selected for a series of up to 14 LNG new buildings spread across four shipyards. There 
are also expected to be new orders for Chinese and South Korean domestic players. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 
FINLAND TO CHARTER FSRU TO HELP DECOUPLE FROM 

RUSSIAN GAS 

Finland will lease a floating LNG terminal as it aims to wean itself off Russian pipeline gas. The Finnish Government’s Ministerial 
Committee on Economic Policy has recommended leasing a large floating liquefied natural gas terminal ship in co-operation 
with Estonia. Finland’s economic affairs ministry and finance ministry will work with the Estonian ministry responsible for energy 
issues to prepare the leasing proposal of an LNG terminal ship which will then be submitted to Finalnd’s Ministerial Committee 
on Economic Policy for its decision. Gas transmission operator Gasgrid Finland will work with Estonian transmission network 
company Elering to assess and negotiate the leasing terms of the floating storage regasification unit (FSRU). The FSRU will 
be located on the coast of Finland in the immediate vicinity of the natural gas transmission network. According to the Ministry 
of Economic Affairs and Employment, leasing an FSRU is the only way to quickly become independent of Russian pipeline 
gas. Minister of Economic Affairs Mika Lintilä said, “As a result of the war in Ukraine, we must also be prepared for gas 
imports to stop. A floating LNG terminal is an effective way to secure the gas supply for our industry. I would like to thank the 
Estonian Government for the seamless co-operation.” Estonia will co-operate with the Finnish Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
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Employment on plans to build a port suitable for an LNG terminal in Paldiski, Estonia. The governments are looking to move 
quickly; negotiations on the ship are ongoing in co-operation with Gasgrid Finland and Elering and the Finnish Government 
said it hopes to see the FSRU connected to the natural gas transmission network in southern Finland and available for use 
next winter “with as much certainty as possible. Finland envisions stationing the FSRU in Paldiski next winter if port construction 
work in Finland has not been done by then. The majority of the ownership and voting rights of the company operating the LNG 
terminal ship will remain with Gasgrid or the Finnish state. In addition, Reuters reports Finland will invest around €850M 
(US$923M) towards securing the nation’s energy supply to speed up breaking free from Russian gas. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

 
NEXTDECADE SIGNS 20-YEAR SUPPLY DEAL WITH ENN 

NextDecade Corp signed a 20-year sale and purchase agreement (SPA) with the Singapore subsidiary of China’s ENN for the 
supply of LNG from NextDecade’s Rio Grande LNG (RGLNG) export project in Brownsville, Texas. ENN will purchase 1.5M 
tonnes per year (mta) of natural gas indexed to the Henry Hub on a free-on-board basis. LNG will be supplied from the export 
facility’s first two trains with the first train expected to begin commercial operations as early as 2026. “We are pleased to 
announce this long-term LNG SPA with ENN, a premier Chinese energy company. As one of China’s largest private companies, 
ENN is a major participant in China’s energy market, and we look forward to a successful, long-term relationship with ENN,” 
said NextDecade chairman and chief executive Matt Schatzman. “This SPA underscores the strength of NextDecade’s 
differentiated offering. The commercial momentum at RGLNG is accelerating and we believe the company is well placed to 
benefit from the strengthening LNG market.” ENN Natural Gas president Zheng Hongtao said, “This agreement secures 
additional volume for our LNG portfolio and helps ensure we can meet the growing demand for secure, flexible, and cleaner 
energy for our customers in the future.” ENN previously signed a 13-year deal with Cheniere to import LNG. Assuming the 
achievement of further LNG contracting and financing, NextDecade anticipates making a positive FID on a minimum of two 
trains of the Rio Grande LNG export project in H2 2022, with FIDs of its remaining three trains to follow after. Through its 
wholly owned subsidiaries Rio Grande LNG and NEXT Carbon Solutions, NextDecade is developing a 27-mta LNG export 
facility in South Texas along with one of the largest carbon capture and storage projects in North America. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

 
SECOND LNG BUNKER VESSEL LAUNCHED FOR SINGAPORE 

Singapore shipbuilder Sembcorp Marine has launched 12,000-m3 LNG bunker vessel Brassavola, according to charterer 
Pavilion Energy. Owned by Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL), the LNG bunker vessel will supply LNG as fuel in the Port of Singapore 
when it enters service this year. The second such vessel in the port, Brassavola will serve customers of both Pavilion Energy 
and TotalEnergies Marine Fuels. With an overall length of 112 m and beam of 22 m, the LNG bunker vessel is fitted with a 
GTT Mark III membrane containment system, with propulsion supplied by two electrically driven azimuth thrusters. Designed 
by LMG Marine, Singapore-flag Brassavola is set to undergo sea and gas trials in the coming months, according to Pavilion 
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Energy, a wholly owned subsidiary of Temasek. Singapore’s Maritime and Port Authority is focusing considerable effort on 
developing an LNG fuel supply infrastructure and implementing policies aimed at creating the world’s largest LNG fuel supply 
port. Singapore’s first LNG bunker vessel FueLNG Bellina began operations in the port in February 2021. Designer LMG Marin 
points out the inherent efficiency of Brassavola’s design. To efficiently manage the boil-off-gas (BOG), for example, the gas 
handling system has been designed to be very flexible, allying the use of BOG for the dual-fuel engines feeding through 
dedicated low-duty compressors and the ability to reliquefy it through a subcooling system. During LNG bunkering operations, 
the vapour return from the bunkered ship can be either sent to LBV cargo tanks to avoid pressure collapse or treated through 
the subcooling unit for the remaining amount. During LNG loading operations, onboard high-duty compressors are used to 
return the BOG to the shore/terminal. A gas combustion unit is also arranged and sized to guarantee at all times that maximum 
tank pressure will never be exceeded. source : www.rivieramm.com 

CANADA’S WOODFIBRE LNG ISSUES NOTICE TO PROCEED  

Woodfibre LNG said April 14 it had issued a notice to proceed to its prime contractor McDermott International to begin the 
work needed to move the 2.1mn mt/yr liquefaction project north of Vancouver toward a major construction start in 2023. In 
late March, Woodfibre’s Indonesian owner, Pacific Energy, confirmed a 2022 capital budget of C$625mn (US$500mn), although 
a formal investment decision for the C$1.6bn project at Squamish, BC has not yet been made. Powered by renewable 
hydroelectricity from the BC Hydro grid, LNG from Woodfibre, when used to replace coal in Asian power generation facilities, 
will reduce global CO2 emissions by about 3.5mn mt/yr, equivalent to about 5% of BC's annual emissions. With the notice to 
proceed, Woodfibre LNG expects to see substantial completion in 2027. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

PUTIN LOOKS EAST FOR RUSSIAN GAS PURCHASES 

Russia's president Vladimir Putin has promised his country will increase gas exports to eastern partners to cover losses as 
European countries scale back contracts in response to the Ukraine war, Reuters reported on April 14. Putin told a televised 
government meeting that Asia could take more Russian gas to compensate for the loss of European business. He also warned 
that European countries would struggle to wean their economies off of Gazprom's supplies entirely. "What's astonishing is that 
the so-called partners from unfriendly countries concede themselves that they won't be able to make do without Russian energy 
resources, including without natural gas, for example," he said. Russia commenced gas supplies to China via Gazprom's 38bn 
m3/yr Power of Siberia (PoS) pipeline in 2019, after years of negotiations that resulted in CNPC bargaining a significant 
discount. CNPC recently clinched a second long-term contract to buy 10bn m3/yr from Gazprom over a 30-year period, with 
supplies set to begin in 2024 to 2025 through an alternative Russia - China route, rather than PoS. The Chinese oil and gas 
company had previously felt it could source enough gas in LNG form, and on a more flexible basis than piped imports. China's 
hand is expected to be further strengthened as Moscow is increasingly isolated over its actions in Ukraine, but Russia also 
has LNG contracts to supply India and other east Asian economies. It also delivers modest gas quantities to central Asia. 
Source: www.naturalgasworld.com 
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PETRONET EYES 2025 LAUNCH OF NEW $210MN LNG 

TERMINAL 

Petronet's floating LNG import terminal in the Indian state of Odisha could achieve first gas in three years time, the Press 
Trust of India reported on April 14. The project was first announced in Petronet's 2020-21 annual report and would currently 
involve building a 4mn metric tons/year floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU) terminal. The FSRU could later be 
upgraded to become a permanent LNG import installation. Petronet has selected a site in Gopalpur port for the terminal to 
process LNG fuel via the east Indian state of Odisha. It already has two LNG import facilities at Dahej (17.5mn mt/yr) and 
Kochi (5mn mt/yr). Petronet's LNG terminals represent more than half of India's overall 42.5mn mt/yr of regasification capacity. 
The company's CEO Ashkay Kumar Singh has said he expects LNG buyers to sign more long-term contracts, due to higher 
spot prices, which had provided a strong justification for investment in new-build import terminals. He predicts India will need 
significantly more LNG terminals as the share of gas in its energy mix rises toward 15% in 2030. Petronet is also funding an 
expansion of Dahej to 22.5mn mt/yr with two additional storage tanks, and will also invest $1.6bn in a new propane 
hydrogenation plant to convert LNG feedstock into propylene. The Dahej petrochemical jetty is expected to launch in 2025. 
Global LNG prices have rallied to multi-year highs as economies have resumed normal service following Covid-19, and have 
climbed even higher in 2022 due to pressures caused by the Ukraine war. India is the world's fourth-largest LNG buyer and 
its purchases of the supercooled fuel are expected to accelerate in coming decades. Shell estimates that from 2020 to 2040 
India will need an extra 35 to 45mn mt/yr of LNG. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 
CHENIERE TRIGGERS OPTION FOR FIFTH FLEX LNG CARRIER 

US LNG company Cheniere Energy has exercised an option agreement to charter a fifth LNG carrier from Bermuda-based 
supplier Flex LNG, Flex LNG said on April 1. Cheniere will receive the Flex Aurora for a three-and-a-half-year time charter 
in the third quarter of 2022, as stipulated by the option clause in its April 2021 contract.  It has commissioned three vessels 
from Bermuda-based Flex already under the agreement, for minimum durations ranging from three to 3.8 years. Cheniere 
Energy is currently expanding its Sabine Pass export terminal in Louisiana, having completed the sixth of nine planned 
liquefaction trains by early February.  Sabine Pass's liquefaction capacity currently amounts to 30mn metric tons/yr, and 
Cheniere also has a 15mn mt/yr export plant in Corpus Christi, Texas.It was unclear whether both LNG export facilities would 
use the new Flex LNG carrier. The contract was also adjusted to accelerate the pick-up of Cheniere's fourth transit tanker, 
the Flex Volunteer, to mid-April from the third quarter of this year.  To facilitate the expedited delivery, Cheniere's time charter 
for the vessel has been extended for a few months, beyond the original term of three-and-a-half years. Flex LNG's existing 
fleet comprises large carriers with LNG cargo capacities of between 173,400 and 174,000 m3. The vessels are designed for 
"large parcel, long haul" transportation of LNG fuels. Fourth quarter revenues at Flex LNG hit an all-time high of $114.6mn, 
rising by 40% from $81.8mn quarter/quarter. Company CEO Oystein Kalleklev said the result was due to four spot market 
deals for LNG carriers that generated "red-hot" charter prices. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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ADRIATIC LNG COURTS ITALY'S GAS APPETITE WITH OPEN 

TENDER ROUND 

Adriatic LNG has launched an open season bidding round for spot purchases of gas from its 8.5bn m3/yr regasification 
terminal in northern Italy, the company said April 14. The LNG plant off the coast of Rovigo province first held an open season 
for 2bn m3/yr of regasification capacity last year. The process allows buyers who do not have firm contracts with Adriatic LNG 
to buy a share of 147bn m3 in regasification time that will become available from 2022 to 2047. The process will take place 
in two phases. Adriatic LNG will receive non-binding offers in June 2022 before taking firm binding offers for LNG regasification 
capacity in July. Adriatic LNG says the open season is a "tangible way" for Italy and Europe to increase and diversify LNG 
import sources. It believes open season purchases will make the domestic gas market more competitive and ensure greater 
security of the energy supply. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
JAPAN'S K LINE, JGC DEVELOP NEW FLNG HULL DESIGN 

Japanese shipping company K-Line and engineering firm JGC Corp have jointly developed a new-concept floating LNG (FLNG) 
hull design that incorporates existing storage tanks from LNG carriers, the companies said on April 14. The design has received 
approval in principle from the American Bureau of Shipping. This design involves transferring and reusing the LNG storage 
tanks from existing spherical Moss tank carriers in the hulls of new FLNG facilities. Transferring and reusing the spherical 
Moss tanks from existing LNG carriers means there is no need to build new storage tanks from expensive cryogenic materials, 
reducing the cost of hull construction. The hull contains the LNG storage tanks, as well as the production and liquefaction units 
on the topside. The LNG storage tanks in the hull require costly cryogenic materials able to withstand temperatures as low as 
-162°C. Welding together these materials require special technology, which means that FLNG facilities can only be built by a 
small number of shipbuilders. This leads to high costs and long delivery times. According to JGC, with the new design, there 
is a wider choice of shipbuilding yards able to construct the FLNG hulls. This is expected to reduce construction time and 
cost.The project is supported by the Japanese ministry of land, infrastructure, transport and tourism. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

CHINESE GAS IMPORTS DOWN 5% IN Q1  

China’s natural gas imports via pipeline and in the form of LNG in the first three months of 2022 (Q1) were down 5% 
year/year, the country’s customs department said on April 13. Asia's biggest economy imported 27.81mn metric tons of natural 
gas in Q1 compared with 29.3mn mt in the same period of last year. The natural gas imports in March came in at 7.98mn mt, 
the customs department said. China’s natural gas imports in 2021 were 121.36mn mt, up 19.9% year/year. Source : 

www.naturalgasworld.com 
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ADNOC L&S ACQUIRES TWO NEW LNG VESSELS 

Adnoc Logistics & Services (Adnoc L&S), a unit of state-run Adnoc, has signed a shipbuilding contract for the construction of 
two 175,000 m3 LNG vessels that will join its fleet in 2025, Adnoc said on April 12. The new LNG vessels will be built at the 
Jiangnan Shipyard in China. "The expansion and modernisation of our LNG fleet will be a key enabler of Adnoc L&S’ growth 
strategy. This acquisition helps future-proof our fleet with more sustainable, modern vessels capable of serving our customers 
for the next 25 years and deepens our partnership with Jiangnan Shipyard,” Abdulkareem Al Masabi, CEO of Adnoc L&S, 
said. The new-build LNG vessels are significantly larger than the current Adnoc L&S fleet of LNG vessels which have a 
capacity of 137,000 m3 each. The acquisition of larger, more energy-efficient vessels will allow Adnoc L&S to meet growing 
customer demand while improving the environmental footprint of its fleet, Adnoc said.Jiangnan Shipyard was previously 
commissioned by Adnoc L&S in 2020 to build five very large gas carriers for AW Shipping, Adnoc L&S’ joint venture company 
with China’s Wanhua Chemical Group. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
QATARENERGY PICKS MOL AS FIRST OWNER FOR ITS GIANT 

SHIPBUILDING PROGRAM 

State-run QatarEnergy said it has signed charter deals for four LNG carriers with Japan’s MOL, completing the first batch of 
charter contracts awarded under its massive shipbuilding program. Concurrent with the signing of the TCPs, back-to-back 
shipbuilding contracts were signed between MOL and CSSC’s Hudong-Zhonghua for the construction of the new LNG carriers, 
QatarEnergy said in a statement on Tuesday. These vessels will serve QatarEnergy’s LNG growth projects and future fleet 
requirements. “These contracts mark the start of the construction phase of QatarEnergy’s historic fleet expansion program in 
support of our LNG expansion projects,” Qatar’s energy minister and chief executive of QatarEnergy, Saad Sherida Al-Kaabi, 
said. “We look forward to announcing many more such contracts in the near future in our relentless pursuit to ensure a reliable 
supply of additional clean energy to the world,” Al-Kaabi said. 
QatarEnergy to reveal deals with other owners 
QatarEnergy said the signing of the first LNG shipowner contract marks the conclusion of the invitation to tender the firm had 
launched in March 2021 to a large group of owners for the chartering of LNG carriers for its future requirements. In addition, 
the company said it would announce charter deals with other selected owners in “due course”. In October last year, QatarEnergy 
ordered four LNG carriers from Hudong-Zhonghua. These vessels are part of the shipbuilding program that includes up to 
sixteen 174,000-cbm LNG vessels at the Chinese yard. The contracts signed on Tuesday mark the start of design and 
construction of the first four new LNG carriers from Hudong-Zhonghua announced in October, QatarEnergy said in the new 
statement. Hudong-Zhonghua said in a separate statement the vessels, part of its fifth-generation Changxeng series, would 
be 299 meters long and 46.4 meters wide. Also, the LNG carriers would feature a reliquefaction system as well, it said. One 
month after the Hudong deal in October last year, QatarEnergy also ordered six LNG carriers at two South Korean yards as 
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part of the same shipbuilding program. Prior to that, the LNG producing giant signed deals with South Korea’s biggest three 
shipbuilders to secure more than 100 vessels worth about $19.2 billion. 
Huge LNG expansion projects 
QatarEnergy is working on a huge expansion at the giant Ras Laffan project in Qatar but it is also building the Golden Pass 
LNG export facility in the US. The firm announced a final investment decision on its $28.75 billion North Field East project in 
February last year. Under the project, QatarEnergy will build four mega trains with a capacity of 8 million tonnes per year in 
the Ras Laffan complex. This first phase of the expansion project will increase Qatar’s LNG production capacity from 77 to 110 
mtpa while the second phase will further boost capacity to total 126 mtpa. QatarEnergy expects first LNG from the expansion 
projects in 2025. The company’s unit Qatargas already operates in total fourteen LNG trains at Ras Laffan. (Article updated 
on April 13, 2022, to add a statement and an image from Hudong-Zhonghua.) Source : www.lngprime.com 

 

HIGHER PRICING CANNOT SLOW MOMENTUM OF LNG 

NEWBUILDING BINGE 

Following a record number of newbuilds contracted at shipyards in 2021, orders for new LNG carriers have shown no signs of 
slowing in Q1 2022, even as average prices have risen at least 17% since the start of the pandemic two years ago. Clarksons 
Research reported orders were placed for 37 LNG carriers with capacities of 140,000 m3 or more in Q1 2022, 26 of which 
were won by South Korean shipbuilders. These gas carriers were among a total of 259 new ships of all types ordered with an 
aggregate of 9.2M compensated gross tonnes (CGT) during the quarter. South Korean shipbuilders were major beneficiaries, 
winning just a shade under 50% market share on a CGT basis, with orders for 97 ships totalling 4.57M CGT. Chinese 
shipbuilders trailed with a 42% market share, signing orders for 130 ships totalling 3.86M CGT. As result, the global shipbuilding 
backlog rose by 1.55M CGT to 94.71M CGT in March. Between the orders for container ships and LNG carriers, shipyards 
slots are disappearing at shipyards. “The take up of LNG tonnage knows no bounds with more vessels landing in our order 
columns this week and even more on the horizon” reports BRL in its BRL Weekly Newbuilding Contracts, noting, “There is no 
let up, with deliveries spanning 2025 and 2026 and prices going higher.” The analyst reports several new significant LNG 
carrier orders during Q1 and early Q2 2022, and positive developments in QatarEnergy’s massive, multi-billion-dollar newbuild 
programme.  
Ordering surge continues in Q2  
Optimism about the future of the LNG market has continued to drive orders for new LNG carriers in Q2, with European 
shipowners Celsius Tankers and Knutsen OAS LNG Shipping signing contracts with South Korean shipyards, according to 
BRL. Celsius, which has ambitions to grow its fleet to as many as 20 LNG carriers, placed an order with Samsung Heavy 
Industries (SHI) for a 180,000-m3 vessel priced at US$208M with delivery in January 2025. No details were available on the 
dual-fuel propulsion for the vessel, but in its most recent gas carrier newbuilds, Celsius specified MAN Energy Solutions’ two-
stroke, dual-fuel Otto-cycle ME-GA engines. Besides the low-pressure, two-stroke engines, these ships are being built with 
air lubrication systems and coated with the “best available paint” to reduce hull friction for its ultra-eco LNG carriers. Celsius 
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now has nine 180,000-m3 LNG carriers under construction at SHI. Indicative of the price jumps being seen at shipyards, is 
Knutsen OAS LNG Shipping’s order for two 180,000-m3 LNG carriers. Ordered from Hyundai Samho, the ships were reported 
priced at US$224.5M apiece and will be equipped with two WinGD 5X72DF dual-fuel engines producing 16,125 kW at 89 rpm. 
The Norwegian owner now has 18 LNG carriers on order, with the earliest priced at US$187M — a US$37.5M jump, reports 
BRL.  
Newbuilding prices continue to grow  

Data published by Fearnleys shows the cost to build a typical LNG carrier has surged since the start of the pandemic. The 
shipbroker reports the average cost of an ME-GI-propelled, 170,000-m3 LNG carrier newbuilding has jumped US$32M in two 
years, rising from US$189M to US$221M at the end of March. This represents a 17% increase for the same vessel ordered in 
March 2020. Clarksons Research reports LNG newbuilding prices rose in March 2022 from US$218M to US$220M. This is 
part of an overall trend of rising prices for all types of new ships. For instance, the average cost for a new container ship with 
capacities of 13,000 to 14,000 TEU increased from US$148.5M to US$149.5M. In March, the Clarksons Newbuilding Price 
Index climbed two points to 156.17 — the 16th consecutive month the index has risen. 
New larger-size vessel emerging  
Besides higher newbuild costs, some owners are beginning to order a larger size LNG carrier that surpasses the capacity of 
conventional size vessels, rivalling Q-Flex-size carriers. US LNG producer Venture Global LNG has contracted for three giant-
sized 200,000-m3 LNG carriers from South Korea’s Daewoo Shipbuilding Marine & Engineering (DSME) for delivery in H2 
2025. These ships cost $235.7M apiece. The first cargo from Venture Global LNG’s Calcasieu Pass LNG export facility in 
Cameron, Louisiana, was loaded on Maran Gas Maritime’s 174,000-m3 Yiannis in Q1 2022. Greece-flagged Yiannis is under 
charter to JERA Global Markets. Greece’s Dynagas is confirmed as the ‘undisclosed European owner’ that booked three 
200,000-m3 LNG carriers at Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) in Q1 2022. Each vessel is priced at US$234M, with deliveries 
in 2025. Dynagas has six additional sister vessels on order at HHI, all of which have long-term charter employment with US 
LNG exporter Cheniere Energy. French cryogenic technology engineering company GTT reports it has received an order from 
HHI for the tank design of three new LNG carriers, each with a capacity of 200,000 m3. The tanks will be fitted with the GTT 
Mark III Flex+ membrane containment system. The vessels are scheduled for delivery during Q1, Q2 and Q4 2025. Elsewhere, 
BW Gas is confirmed as the previously undisclosed buyer of two 174,000-m3 LNG carriers at DSME. These vessels are priced 
at $214.5M apiece. Deliveries are scheduled by the end of 2025. Six vessels are now order at DSME for BW Gas, two of 
which will be delivered in 2022. More positive news emerged for over 100 LNG carriers where berth space is reserved in 
South Korea and China. Many of these newbuilds are likely to be chartered by QatarEnergy rather than owned outright. The 
first owner has now been confirmed as Mitsui OSK (MOL) who will own four LNG carriers already reserved over a year ago 
from Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding. Deliveries are scheduled within 2024 and 2025. The long delay on the Qatar project is 
now producing a ’crisis’ in South Korea due to the order boom elsewhere and delivery schedules for other non-Qatar vessels 
are bound to be affected. Dalian Shipbuilding Industry has landed an order for two 175,000-m3 LNG carriers for China 
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Merchants Energy Shipping, with deliveries set for 2025. This contract contains options for two more ships. Among the other 
contracts in discussion, is one being negotiated between China’s CNOOC and Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding for six 174,000-
m3 LNG carriers. BRL, which tracks LNG carriers slightly differently from others, reports orders for 36 LNG carriers with a total 
capacity of 5,741,800 m3 have been placed as of 11 April. This puts the total orderbook at 246 LNG carriers with an aggregate 
capacity of 37,778,432 m3. Overall, global LNG demand is expected to grow from 380M tonnes in 2021 to 700M tonnes a 
year by 2040 — a 90% increase, according to Shell forecasts. Asia is expected to consume the majority of this growth as 
domestic gas production declines, regional economies grow, and LNG replaces higher-emissions energy sources, such as coal 
and oil to mitigate concerns about greenhouse gas emissions. Besides expanded LNG trade, other drivers seen in the LNG 
shipbuilding surge are impending international environmental regulations that will go into effect as of 1 January 2023. Older 
LNG carriers are unlikely to meet the requirements of IMO’s Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII) by 2025, forcing vessels out of 
the market, according to Lloyd’s Register global gas segment manager Panos Mitrou. Mr Mitrou makes the point that about 
250 ‘elderly steam turbine vessels’ and even 150 newer LNG carriers with four-stroke, dual- or tri-fuel diesel-electric propulsion 
systems, will be challenged to meet IMO’s new Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII). He says, “Well over half of the existing fleet 
are unlikely to achieve CII ratings of A, B, or C when they are gauged next year. This means ships rated E will have to 
undergo carbon-efficiency improvements immediately and owners of D-rated vessels will have to ensure ships become more 
fuel efficient within the three following years.”  Adds Mr Mitrou, “However, since CII assessments will become progressively 
stricter from 2027 until the end of the decade, ships which are adapted to meet CII requirements by 2024/5 may subsequently 
fall into categories D and E later in the decade. Owners of these older vessels will then be faced with the decision over 
whether to invest in expensive sustainability measures, sell them for conversion to floating LNG plants, or dispose of them for 
recycling.”  
Newbuild boom spurred by Russian gas retreat  
The replacement of Russian natural gas transported by pipeline from Russia to Europe with LNG will require 160 conventional-
size LNG carriers costing US$35Bn, according to The Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics. The Bremen-based 
maritime logistics research company says, “Additional transport capacities for approximately 280M cubic meters of LNG would 
be required. At today’s standard size of 174,000 m3 per unit and a transport performance of about 10 voyages per year, this 
would mean a fleet increase (hypothetical) of about 160 LNG carriers. At a construction price of currently US$220M per unit, 
this would be an investment of about US$35Bn.”  
New orders for LNG bunker vessels  

Meanwhile, in the small-scale and LNG bunkering market, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries has secured a contract to build a 
3,500-m3 LNG bunkering vessel for KEYS Bunkering West Japan for delivery in March 2024. As LNG Shipping & 
Terminals reported, Singapore’s second and largest LNG bunker vessel, Brassavola, was launched at Sembcorp Marine in 
early April. Owned by MOL, the 12,000-m3 LNG bunker vessel will be shared by Pavilion Energy and TotalEnergies Marine 
Fuels when it enters service later this year. Overall, there are 36 LNG bunker vessels in operation and another 28 on order, 
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with at least 15 others under discussion, according to DNV’s Alternative Fuels Insight platform. Orders for newer LNG bunker 
vessels are trending towards higher capacities (of 5,000 m3 and up), representing an increasingly larger percentage (almost 
47%) of the global fleet to meet the demands of a growing fleet of LNG-fuelled vessels. Source : www.rivieramm.com 

SHUNNING RUSSIAN GAS IMPORTS HAS HUGE IMPLICATIONS 

FOR EUROPE AND LNG 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is a turning point of gigantic proportions for European security of energy supply, one which has 
important antecedents and extensive implications, not least for LNG.The Ukraine gas crises of the late 2000s and early 2010s 
focused European attention on the vulnerability of over dependence on Russian gas imports and resulted in a number of 
improvements to European security of gas supply. These included support for the Southern Gas Corridor, the construction of 
LNG import capacity, particularly in Eastern Europe, and improved interconnectivity within the European gas system so that 

non-Russian gas could better reach those nations most 
dependent on Russian pipeline gas. However, the aim 
was not to cut gas ties with Russia, but to diversify 
supply sources and increase flexibility. Large volumes 
of Russian gas would still be consumed within Europe, 
but Gazprom’s pricing power would be capped by 
competition from other sources in liberalised, 
unbundled markets. Construction of the Nord Stream 

and South Stream pipelines, although contentious, was largely accepted as a Russian fait accompli, one which, in any case, 
reduced the specific vulnerability presented by fractious Russian-Ukrainian relations. There would still be a partnership between 
Europe and its largest gas supplier Russia, but Ukraine’s role as a transit nation would to a significant extent be sacrificed. 
Reluctant partner 
But it was and is an odd relationship in terms of the energy transition.The EU and the UK have adopted net zero carbon 
targets by 2050, which implies a huge reduction in natural gas use, if not its eradication. Abated gas remains a possibility for 
both direct use and as a means of hydrogen production, but the carbon profile, expense and complexity of carbon capture and 
storage means it is not top of the list of desired options. In effect, Europe is in a partnership with Russia, but has imposed a 
30-year time horizon with its demand for gas falling over the period as it does everything it can to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions to acceptable levels. There is also considerable environmental opposition to natural gas in any form, owing to 
concern that even where it might deliver short-term emissions reductions by replacing more carbon-intensive fuels, it would 
become locked into the European energy system. 
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Rogue state  

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has met with near universal condemnation. The swathe of sanctions levied against it are rapidly 
turning it into a pariah state, striking at its enduring weakness – the inability to match its military power with economic strength. 
While Russia is a huge country, and has large armed forces including nuclear weapons, it is only the 11 t h largest in terms of 

GDP and 74t h in terms of GDP per capita 
based on 2019 data. Within that, it is heavily 
dependent on oil and gas revenues. Russia 
has not been successful in achieving significant 
economic diversification nor establishing itself 
as a technological innovator. The comparison 
with China is revealing. China’s economy is ten 
times larger and far more diverse. Moreover, 

China has a huge stake in the energy transition, owing to its massive production of solar cells, solar panels, wind turbines and 
electric vehicles. Russia has next to nothing in comparison. As a result, sanctions are having a significant impact on what is 
a relatively unmodernised petro-economy, but the fact remains that Europe is still dependent on Russian gas imports (see 
graph 1). 
How cold is Europe’s shoulder?  

Whatever the military outcome, Europe now looks certain to make major efforts to minimise its imports of Russian gas, a 
strategy which will not come without cost, but one that is aligned with its goals in terms of the energy transition.The question 
is how? Germany has announced that it will not certify the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, but this pipeline was never primarily about 
adding needed import capacity and more about changing the route and delivery point of gas imports to avoid Ukraine. Whatever 
the military outcome, future gas transits through Ukraine look highly uncertain. Reducing Russian gas imports would require a 
multi-faceted and coordinated approach, one which has been outlined by the International Energy Agency (IEA) in a ten-point 
plan. But it is immediately clear that while the US, for example, could live with a ban on Russian oil imports, Europe cannot 
live without Russian gas in the short to medium term. In 2021, the EU imported 155bn m3 of gas from Russia, accounting for 
45% of its gas imports and 40% of total gas consumption. The IEA’s ten-point plan suggests that the EU could reduce its 
imports of Russian gas by 50bn m3 within a year through a combination of maximising imports from alternative sources and 
reducing demand via an acceleration of the energy transition and demand reduction measures. Additional measures could be 
taken, the IEA says, which would reduce Russian gas imports by more than 80bn m3, but this would mean a slower reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions at least in the short term. 
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Energy sector implications 

The implications are profound for the European energy sector, which faces a gas market in which prices are likely to remain 
high, probably for years. Countries with or considering nuclear power will almost certainly re-evaluate phase out and/or 
adoption plans. Life-time extensions for existing plants would immediately take the pressure off gas-fired power plants and 

thus gas burn, but newbuild projects 
would be both expensive and take 
years to have any significant effect. 
Similarly, but much less likely, is the 
possibility of slower coal phase 
outs, although this is probably a last 
resort, owing to the impact it would 
have on Europe’s still off-track zero 
carbon ambitions. Renewable 
energy, already at the forefront of 
energy policy in terms of greening 

power generation, will receive more backing. The ability to respond is high in terms of solar and onshore wind, if the permitting 
issue can be effectively addressed, but the offshore wind supply chain is already being stretched by the proliferation of 
construction targets not just in Europe but globally. The likelihood of high gas prices will greatly aid demand reduction measures, 
both short and long-term. Heating alternatives, such as heat pumps, will become relatively more economically 
attractive.However, high-priced gas will continue to play a central role in electricity price formation. While this may add impetus 
to weaning Europe of gas in the power sector, sustained high gas prices will add to the cost of broader electrification in areas 
such as transport and industry. 
Additional gas supplies  

Locking 50bn m3/yr of gas out of the European system would leave this 
gas with nowhere to go. Russia has neither the pipeline infrastructure nor 
the LNG export capacity to get surplus gas to other markets with sufficient 
demand. To make up for the shortfall, Europe would need to maximise its 
three alternatives: pipeline supplies from other exporters, namely Norway, 
Algeria, Libya and Azerbaijan; domestic production (both natural gas and 
greener alternatives) and LNG (see graphs 2 and 3).The IEA estimates 
Europe can source an additional 30b m3 from these sources, the lion’s 
share of which will come from LNG, which would account for 20bn 
m3 above 2021 levels. Pipeline imports are limited in the short-term by 
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existing pipeline capacity, while upstream in Libya supply is still being hit by conflict-related outages. There is now good reason 
to consolidate energy relations with North Africa, focussing both on the region’s massive renewable energy potential and its 
ability to supply gas to Europe over the transition period. 
Domestic gas – time for a rethink?  

Boosting domestic gas production looks problematic given consistent declines in recent years, which have been accelerated 
hugely by the fall in output from the Netherlands’ once giant Groningen gas field. EU gas production in 2020 dropped 21.9% 
to 47.8bn m3 (see graph 4). The sector is failing to attract investment and announcements of new field developments attract 
huge environmental opprobrium. But there is, in fact, plenty of economically viable gas left in the ground at current prices. 

A perverse side effect of the energy transition is that 
imported gas (seen as temporary) is preferred to 
domestic gas because of the fear of long-term lock 
in. Yet in carbon accounting terms, domestic gas is 
less carbon-intensive than gas that has travelled 
thousands of miles from upstream operations over 
which Europe has little control in terms of emissions. 
But the main cost of this preference is increased 
import dependency and extended supply chains, with 
all the vulnerabilities which Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine has exposed. The prospects for Europe’s 
mature gas basins should be reassessed; politicians 

may now accept the view that domestic gas production and emissions are a lesser evil than Russian imports. Where, for 
example, does the UK’s suspended Cambo oil and gas field project, which could produce 170mn barrels of oil and 53.5bn 
m3 of gas over 25 years, stand in the light of Russian military expansionism? 
LNG is the key 

Whichever way the situation is viewed, LNG as the primary option for displacing Russian gas imports. Europe has significant 
spare regasification capacity – 60bn m3 above 2021 levels in the EU, according to the IEA, while the UK had about 27.2bn 
m3 spare import capacity over 2020 levels and the ability via interconnectors to export gas to the Netherlands and Belgium. 
However, LNG import capacity is a necessary but not sufficient element in the equation. Moreover, the distribution of this 
regasification capacity is uneven, with most concentrated in northern Europe with the exception of Germany. Onward 
transmission of regasified LNG remains an issue with central and eastern Europe still least well served. Germany has no 
regasification capacity, although it is now fast-tracking the development of two terminals, and would therefore be dependent 
on increased west-east gas flows. Russian pipeline imports accounted for 65.1% of German gas consumption in 2020. Italy 
also looks vulnerable as its economy is heavily dependent on gas, but the country has only 10.9mn mt/yr (14.8bn m3) of 
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regasification facilities, which have been used close to full capacity in recent years. In 2020, Italy consumed 19.7bn m3 of 
Russian pipeline gas, 29.1% of its total gas consumption, and imported 12.1bn m3 of LNG. 
Supply response  

European LNG imports leapt from 71.3bn m3 in 2018 to 119.1bn m3 in 2019 and 114.8bn m3 in 2020. Although imports dipped 
in 2021, in January this year, European regasification levels hit a new record of 363mn m3/d over the period January 1-19. 
Russia’s unprovoked invasion of Ukraine means LNG has never looked so pivotal to European energy security. Boosting LNG 
imports further will mean pulling additional cargoes from an already tight global LNG market. Reduced Russian gas imports to 
Europe in fourth-quarter 2021 and in January 2022 have already provided a taste of what that might entail in terms of pricing, 
when Asian demand is strong. New LNG capacity is in the pipeline, but a sustained increase in Europe’s already elevated 
LNG imports implies that all that new capacity and more will be needed to meet both Asian and European demand. 
Wider impacts  

Sustained high prices for LNG will also affect Asia. Many Asian countries, not least China and India, are looking to LNG as a 
means of coal-to-gas switching. South Asia, in particular, is very price sensitive and may abandon or scale down such plans. 
This might have positive long-term environmental benefits in that it will accelerate the deployment of renewable energy, but in 

the short to medium-term it implies an extended period of coal use 
Natural gas makes up a quarter of global primary energy supply, a 
smaller proportion than either oil or coal, while nuclear and 
renewables, including hydro, in 2020, accounted for just 17%. Global 
gas use has yet to peak because of its role in displacing more 
carbon-intensive fuels, but the LNG market is not ready in the short-
term to respond to a demand-side shock without pricing effects. As 
a result, if Europe shuns Russian gas, the LNG sector will need 

support in building new liquefaction capacity, reversing the political swing against gas investment evident over the last five to 
ten years. US and other LNG developers should now be looking out for European and Asian utilities keen to lock-in long-term 
supply deals to ensure the expansion of the LNG market. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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